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analysed and the manner in which they are located

within a context, thus illustrating the complexities

between the theory and the reality. I only have one

small criticism and that relates to the number and fre-

quency of acronyms which have been used through-

out. Some chapters were worse offenders than others

but a glossary would have been helpful to the reader.
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Sustainability is one of the trendiest areas today in the

architectural, engineering and construction industry

domain. There are hundreds of books and other pub-

lications in this area but this book stands above the

majority of existing publications in the field.

My impression of DeKay’s book was quite positive.

The vast majority of publications take a technical view

of sustainable design in which building performance

is the primary value. Designers commonly equate sus-

tainability with quantifiable energy efficiency and its

performance measures. In this book DeKay intro-

duces an ‘Integral Theory of Sustainable Design’ that

adds the missing subjective perspectives in sustainable

design by considering multiple levels of developing

complexity in the intersecting domains of self, culture

and nature. According to the author, an integral

approach to design is one that unites the beautiful,

the art of design, the ethics of design with the true,

the science of design. He introduces four primary

design dimensions: the systems perspective (patterns

of form that order ecological and social relationships);

the behaviours perspective (individual parts or mem-

bers with their performance, activities and functions);

the experiences perspective (members with various

forms of perception, sentience and awareness); and

the cultures perspective (shared meaning and under-

standing at various levels of complexity arising from

individual members interacting with each other).

The book is divided into four parts. Part 1 intro-

duces the four perspectives of integral sustainable

design. It has five chapters. Chapter 1 introduces

the design principles of the four perspectives and

chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 focus on the behaviours, the

systems, the cultures and the experiences perspec-

tives respectively. In Part 1 DeKay does an out-

standing job introducing several extremely important

concepts. It looks like his original objective was to

educate architects and architectural students but

Part 1 is an important introduction on sustainable

design that should be read by all professionals

designing and building sustainable facilities like con-

struction, mechanical and electrical engineers among

many other professionals. Today we focus too much

on measuring sustainability. There is too much

focus on what DeKay defines as the behaviours per-

spective. Part 1 is an outstanding opportunity for

all professionals to understand that sustainable

design cannot just focus on performance-driven

design. DeKay discusses and explains all of the

important issues that architects have to take into

consideration when designing sustainable buildings

that are performance-driven but still considers all

aesthetically driven aspects, all cultural aspects

(what design means and the stories it tells) and

how the design sets up relationships between users

and nature. The concepts introduced in Part 1

allow for a better understanding of architectural

design rationale by all participants in the design/

construction process.

Part 2 has seven chapters and introduces the levels

of complexities of sustainable design. It is oriented to

teach designers how to develop their designs through

stages of increasing complexity. Chapters 6 to 12

focus on several aspects related to levels, prospects,

awareness and perspectives of design with the objec-

tive of transforming the sustainable designer. I am not

an architect so this part was not very relevant to my

expertise. I would consider this part as very important

reading for architectural students.

Part 3 introduces the ecological design thinking

with its six aspects of perceptual thinking. DeKay

claims in this part that in order to be able to design

ecologically designers need to look to natural systems

as models for design with the ultimate objective of
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creating ecological sustainable ways of building and

living on the earth. He proposes six perceptual shifts

to support the reconceptualization of design. Part 3

has six chapters, each one introducing one of the six

perceptual shifts proposed.

Part 4 is the final part in the book. It presents the

requirements for how design relates to nature. It

expands on the theoretical views of the integral sus-

tainable design introduced in Part 1 by exploring

more deeply the culture perspective. It introduces

approaches to support the development of designs

that enforce ways of increasing/improving people’s

relationships to nature. Part 4 has six chapters, intro-

ducing first the five levels of nature and then how to

design in relationship to traditional, modern, post-

modern, integral and transpersonal nature.

Throughout the book DeKay presents very good

and relevant design examples that help readers under-

stand the concepts being introduced. The biblio-

graphical research is outstanding with citations to all

relevant references in the areas covered by the book.

Overall, this book is a definite must-read for architec-

tural students and all professionals engaged in

sustainable design and green construction. It has a

good balance of theory and examples. It would make

my list of top 10 must-read sustainability books.
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